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Skyborn Sep 19 2019 The first Seraphim novel - the start of an extraordinary fantasy adventure series from USA Today
bestselling author, David Dalglish. 'A must-read for fans of Michael Sullivan and Brent Weeks' Library Journal 'Once you
pick up Skyborn you won't want to put it down' Kelly McCullough The last remnants of humanity live on six islands floating
high above the Endless Ocean, fighting a brutal civil war in the skies. The Seraphim, elite soldiers trained for aerial combat,
battle one another while wielding elements of ice, fire and lightening. The lives of their parents claimed in combat, twins
Kael and Breanna Skyborn enter the Seraphim Academy to follow in their footsteps. They will learn to harness the elements
as weapons and fight at break-neck speeds while soaring high above the waters. But they must learn quickly, for a nearby
island has set its hungry eyes on their home. When the invasion comes, the twins must don their wings and ready their blades
to save those they love from annihilation. 'A soaring tale that nails the high notes. Skyborn had me gazing heavenward,
imagining what could be' Jay Posey, author of Three 'Skyborn fully accomplishes that elusive fantasy fiction goal: creating a

believable world, while maintaining a variety of fantastical elements. It's one of those rare, well blended tales where you're
so expertly introduced to more and more of the world that you find yourself picturing it with ease' SciFiNow '[This] highflying, dynamic adventure soars confidently and will appeal to teen and adult audiences alike' Publishers Weekly
'Dalglish...begins a fresh epic fantasy series with a richly imagined world...Dalglish's high-flying action sequences are crisp
and exciting, and he sets the stage for book two with a solid ending that will have readers eager for the next installment'
Booklist Seraphim series Skyborn Fireborn Shadowborn For more from David Dalglish, check out: Shadowdance series A
Dance of Cloaks A Dance of Blades A Dance of Mirrors A Dance of Shadows A Dance of Ghosts A Dance of Chaos And
look out for the first book in his new series: Soulkeeper
Forbidden, A Soulkeepers Novel (Book One): The Soulkeepers Jun 28 2020 An intense and dangerous love triangle
between Michael--a mysterious guardian angel, Dante--a sexy demon knight, and Sophia--a young girl with secrets of her
own...Hauntingly romantic, achingly tragic, and highly addictive. "An action-packed, satisfying love story gets this
supernatural series off to a rousing start." ~KIRKUS REVIEWSLoving a guy like Michael is like swallowing the moon, I am
glowing on the inside. But Dante is relentless, insisting we shared a past life together, insisting I once begged him to find me
again. Whatever the cost. He casually dismisses my love for Michael. "You really think I am here for your heart, amore mio?
Our life begins when your heart stops beating."One kiss. Is that so bad? Yes. I know Dante loves me. I know it's a kiss--this
kiss--he has wanted all along. The kiss that will kill me.""In a clash between heaven and hell, no one raises the heat like
Spirit Walker Sophia and her Guardian Angel, Michael."-Cecy Robson, award-winning author of the Weird Girls
series"Read Forbidden in one day...just could not put it down."--Good Choice Reading"Simply put...this book was amazing!
Not only was it captivating, but it was intriguing as well."--Just Us Book Lovers"One of the best angel books I've read. Lori
Adams's writing is entertaining and SMART...it was so real...man oh man, the emotional rollercoaster for this book...I will
marry Michael in my book fantasy world." --Cassie Mae, author of Flirty Thirty"...an amazing and unique PR...never has a
dull moment...an intense love triangle, fabulous characters, and a captivating...highly addictive series."--The Avid Book
Collector"Incredibly sweet and sultry...I love Lori Adams's writing."-TJ Loves to Read"...tons of action, hot romance...a
definite must-read I highly recommend to fans of paranormal romance."--The Avid Book Collector (five stars)"As romantic
as it is addictive...witty writing...action-packed plot...face-fanning romance all in one, The Soulkeepers is quickly becoming
one of my favorite paranormal series."--Cassie Mae, author of The Real Thing
Emma (Vintage Classics Austen Series) Jul 18 2019 Jane Austen's Emma is her masterpiece, mixing the sparkle of her

early books with a deep sensibility' Observer Emma is young, rich and independent. She has decided not to get married and
instead spends her time organising her acquaintances' love affairs. Her plans for the matrimonial success of her new friend
Harriet, however, lead her into complications that ultimately test her own detachment from the world of romance. WITH AN
INTRODUCTION BY ANDREW MOTION VINTAGE CLASSICS AUSTEN SERIES - all six of Jane Austen's major
novels, beautifully designed and introduced by our finest contemporary writers.
Crystal Magic Jan 24 2020 Krissa Barnette has a secret. When she’s upset, she can hear what other people are thinking. And
when she’s overwhelmed, things explode. A move to Clearwater, Michigan, gives her the chance to reinvent herself, but a
fresh start is further away than she realizes. Her abilities magnify—making her a target for Crystal Jamison and the town’s
circle of witches. Even with new friends at her side, Krissa can’t ignore the witches’ magnetic pull—especially when a
strange illness rips through the town. If Krissa doesn’t push her fears aside, she could lose more than control. Learning to
wield magic could consume her. Ignoring her gift could destroy the world. Wild Magic, Clearwater Witches #2, available
now. Praise for Crystal Magic: "Freeman brewed great characters with an outstanding story concept and an unpredictable
ending which resulted in a marvelous read. I can't wait for book two!" - Rebecca Austin "I found myself immersed in this
story from the first page to the last. I couldn't turn the page fast enough to find out what was next." - M Pollard "Great read.
Hard to put down." - Cherie Stephens "I absolutely loved this book! It held my attention from the first chapter to the last, and
I couldn’t wait to find out what happened next. The ideas in the book were great. There were a few times where I literally
laughed out loud. I cannot wait until the second book!" - Jodi Strand Google Subjects: magic, witches, witchcraft, psychics,
young adult, YA, high school, free, paranormal, romance, YA paranormal books, YA paranormal fantasy, YA paranormal
romance series, series or anthology, series, YA magic, fantasy and magic, YA coming of age, YA ebook, YA ebook free,
free ebook, YA high school romance, YA teen, teen free book, YA urban fantasy, YA witches, YA witch romance, YA
witch series, teen magic, YA paranormal fantasy, YA books free, YA free books, YA trilogy, YA urban fantasy romance,
free teen and young adult books, free teen books for girls in high school, teen love triangle, teen novels for girls, paranormal,
psychics, paranormal fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult fantasy, young adult teen, young adult witches, young
adult witch romance, free young adult fantasy and magic, magic, psychics, young adult, YA, high school, college,
paranormal, romance, YA paranormal books, YA paranormal fantasy, YA paranormal romance series, series or anthology,
series, YA magic, fantasy and magic, YA coming of age, YA ebook, ebook, YA high school romance, YA teen, teen book,
YA urban fantasy, YA super heroes, YA witch romance, YA action and adventure, teen magic, YA paranormal fantasy, YA

ebooks, YA books, YA trilogy, YA saga, YA urban fantasy romance, teen and young adult books, teen books for girls in
high school, teen love triangle, teen novels for girls, YA for adult women, paranormal, elf magic, elves, fay, fae, psychics,
paranormal fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult fantasy, young adult fantasy romance, young adult teen, young
adult folklore, young adult clean romance, young adult fantasy and magic, free first in series, free teenage girl books, free
teenage books, free teenage romance books, free teenage books, free teenage fiction books, free ya romance books, free ya
romances
The Soulkeepers Oct 25 2022 When 15 year old Jacob survives a car crash, no one can explain why he was driving or why
the police can't find his mother's body. A mysterious neighbor offers to use her unique abilities to help him find his mom. In
exchange, she requires Jacob to train as a Soulkeeper, a protector of human souls. Soon Jacob questions her motives for
helping him
Soul Catcher Jul 22 2022 Dane has been to Hell and back and isn't interested in repeating the experience. When Malini asks
him to be part of a Soulkeeper mission, more than one team member thinks she's tempting Fate. But Malini suspects Fate has
had a hand in Dane's life for some time and that he could be the key to unraveling Lucifer's latest plan of attack.
A Touch of Brimstone Oct 01 2020
Hope's Promise May 28 2020 WHEN EVIL IS THE ENEMY, POWER IS A GIRL'S BEST FRIEND. Now that she's fully
accepted her role, Hope takes up the mantle of Healer to lead a new team of untrained Soulkeepers. Repurposing Revelations
to be a training ground won't be easy, not when the source of its power has been disrupted, and the only woman who knows
the island's secrets is on her deathbed. Time isn't on Hope's side. Lucifer is on the move, injured and unable to return to Hell.
He's found a way to amass power by consuming human souls. Worse, if he grows strong enough to get his hands on an
ancient weapon before Hope does, everything the Soulkeepers fought for could be undone. Sinister plots, unlikely allies, and
old temptations plague the new team. Can Hope's promise lead them to victory? Or will her inexperience doom them all?
The Half-Orcs Aug 19 2019 The Half-Orc Series chronicles the trials of Harruq and Qurrah Tun, brothers of mixed blood
and humble beginnings. One will seek redemption and atonement for the evil he has done. One will destroy everything to
deny his wrongs. This Omnibus contains all five books of the Half-Orc Series, condensed into a single collector's edition.
The Last Soulkeeper Aug 11 2021 The end is near. Just when the Soulkeepers think they've established a foothold in the
war between Heaven and Hell, the playing field shifts. Enraged by Cord's disappearance, Lucifer replaces his right-hand man
with the Wicked Brethren, three Watchers so formidable even their own kind fears them. The Soulkeepers struggle to survive

in an increasingly deadly world while continuing to defend human souls. How far will they go when saving the world means
sacrificing their most precious team member?
House Of Dragons Feb 05 2021 The bestselling dragon romance series of the year finally released in box set format. Now
you can read books 1-3 in the series back to back from beginning to end. Perfect for those who are new to this amazing series
or those fans who want to relive the magic one more time... One minute I was a single girl who couldn't even buy a date, the
next minute I was living with four sexy weredragons who were all competing to get me pregnant..." When the impossibly
handsome Alistair Overton approached curvy Cami Bakersfield on the dancefloor of a nightclub she could not believe her
luck.Little did she know, there was nothing lucky about this. She had already been CHOSEN. And before she knew it, Cami
would end up in a luxurious mansion alongside four of the sexiest men she had ever seen in her life.But this was NOT your
typical afterparty.These men were the Overtons and they all had the unique ability to shape-shift into strong, fire-breathing
dragons.However, the dragons were in danger and Cami soon discovered that she was part of a prophecy.In order to save the
dragon species she would have to live in the house with all four men until one certain special thing happened.Until she
became pregnant...Welcome to the House Of Dragons! Scroll up and download NOW with one click! Enjoy!
UnEnchanted Jul 10 2021 Mina Grime is unlucky, unpopular and uncoordinated, that is until she saves her crush's life on a
field trip, changing her High School status from loser to hero overnight. But with her new found fame brings misfortune in
the form of an old family curse come to light. For Mina is descended from the Brothers Grimm and has inherited all of their
unfinished fairy tale business. Which includes trying to outwit a powerful Story from making her its next fairytale victim. To
break the fairy tale curse on her family and make these deadly occurrences stop, Mina must finish the tales until the very
Grimm end.
Dagger Hill Jul 30 2020 Stranger Things meets One of Us Is Lying in Devon Taylor's creepy paranormal mystery about four
friends who find themselves hunted by a malevolent presence in their sleepy hometown. It knows your fear... Summer, 1989.
Four best friends—Gabe, Kimberly, Charlie, and Sonya—are preparing for their last summer together before senior year,
after which they’ll all be splitting up to start college in different parts of the country. They make a promise to always find
their way back to each other, no matter how far away from their sleepy Pennsylvania hometown they get. But their plans are
destroyed when a plane crashes right on top of their favorite hangout outside of town—and right on top of them. In the
catastrophic aftermath of the incident, Gabe, Sonya and Charlie are plagued by eerie visions and messages from an unknown
watcher. They soon realize that the plane crash was no accident, and now they are being hunted by a sinister presence. And

everyone is still searching for Kimberly, who has been missing ever since Gabe saw somebody wearing a gas mask carry her
out of the woods the day the sky fell down on them... Praise for Dagger Hill: "A wild and satisfying romp through small
town friendships, government conspiracies, bloody histories, long-kept secrets—and all of your deepest, darkest fears."
—Katrina Leno, author of Horrid "Visceral ... a jolting read in the style of Stephen King—one with plenty of 1980s nostalgia
and a tender LGBTQ romance." —Publishers Weekly
Soulkeeper Aug 23 2022 The Witcher meets D&D in the first book of this epic fantasy adventure where a warrior priest
must suddenly protect his world from monsters that were once only legend from USA Today bestselling author David
Dalglish. Devin Eveson is a Soulkeeper, traveling through remote villages as a preacher and healer. But when a mysterious
black water washes over the world, the veil is torn, flooding the land with ancient magic and forgotten races: fire that dances
as if alive, corpses that walk, and creatures that can manipulate time itself. And not all the creatures that have re-awakened
remember humanity fondly. As the land grows more dangerous and more chaotic, Soulkeepers are turning up dead, their
bodies transformed into macabre works of art. Devin must set aside his words of peace and accept his new role: slayer of
monsters and protector of the human race.
Soulkeeper Nov 21 2019 'A FAST-PACED, PAGE-TURNING RIDE. HUGELY ENTERTAINING' John Gwynne, author
of Malice The first in an all-new epic fantasy series by USA Today bestseller David Dalglish. THE MAGIC NEVER DIED.
Devin Eveson is a Soulkeeper, traveling through remote villages as a preacher and healer. But when a mysterious black
water washes over the world, the veil is torn, flooding the land with ancient magic and forgotten races: fire that dances as if
alive, corpses that walk, and creatures that can manipulate time itself. And not all the creatures that have reawakened
remember humanity fondly. As the land grows more dangerous and more chaotic, Soulkeepers are turning up dead, their
bodies transformed into macabre works of art. Devin must set aside his words of peace and accept his new role: slayer of
monsters and protector of the human race. 'Soulkeeper is a fast-paced page-turning ride. It's the definition of entertaining'
John Gwynne, author of Malice 'Dalglish is well on his way to join the ranks of Peter V. Brett and Brent Weeks as influential
authors in a new generation of fantasy' Fantasy Faction onA Dance of Cloaks 'A winning combination of A Game of
Thrones, sword-and-sorcery RPGs, and vivid description' Publishers Weekly on A Dance of Cloaks For more from David
Dalglish, check out: Shadowdance A Dance of Cloaks A Dance of Blades A Dance of Mirrors A Dance of Shadows A Dance
of Ghosts A Dance of Chaos Seraphim Skyborn Fireborn Shadowborn
Weaving Destiny May 20 2022 Malini Gupta thought Jacob Lau was her destiny. But after months of failing to decipher how

she fits into the Soulkeepers, frustration threatens to tear their relationship apart. When Malini faces her worst fears, and
even death, she learns a funny thing about destiny. Fate is a tapestry of choices, and she has the power to weave hers.
The Last Soulkeeper Mar 18 2022 The Soulkeepers struggle to survive in an increasingly deadly world while continuing to
defend human souls. How far will they go when saving the world means sacrificing their most precious team member?
Voidbreaker Apr 07 2021 When magical creatures storm the gates of Londheim and claim it for themselves, Devin, a warrior
priest, must decide who the true monsters are in the final book of the USA Today bestselling author's epic fantasy trilogy.
Monsters have retaken the capital city of Londheim and claimed it for themselves. Humanity, fearful of being pushed out for
good, has reacted with violence and destruction, and peace between the two races seems all but impossible. Devin will need
to bring all his skills to bear in order to find a solution. But the greatest threat to humanity's safety may well be closer than he
expects. Because his sister is the most powerful priestess the world has ever seen . . . and she's fighting for the monsters. The
fate of all races, human and magical, rests in their hands, and the only person standing in their way is each other.
Wager's Price Sep 12 2021 When Finn Wager is arrested for the one crime he didn't commit, he's sent to a private reform
school that boasts a 100% success rate reforming delinquents. But Finn soon discovers that students who don't perform to
expectations disappear. And although their bodies return model citizens, their minds are no longer their own.
Ravencaller Feb 17 2022 'A fast-paced, page-turning ride. Hugely entertaining' John Gwynne on Soulkeeper 'A dark and lush
epic fantasy brimming with magical creatures and terrifying evil . . . Readers of George R. R. Martin and Patrick Rothfuss
will find much to enjoy here' Booklist on Soulkeeper Ancient magic has returned. Mythical monsters have awoken. Now
warrior-priest Devin Eveson and his sister Adria must stand together against the rising darkness. In the electrifying sequel to
Soulkeeper, bestselling author David Dalglish weaves an epic, action-packed tale of a city on the brink of war - think The
Witcher meets Dungeons and Dragons Praise for the series: 'Amazing action sequences, cool magic systems, terrifying
monsters' Fantasy Book Critic 'A rich and intriguing world' Kirkus 'With strong world building, imaginative monsters, and a
capable system of magic, this series will please readers who enjoy dark epic fantasy with engaging characters' Booklist
Books by David Dalglish: The Keepers series Soulkeeper Ravencaller Voidbreaker The Shadowdance series A Dance of
Cloaks A Dance of Blades A Dance of Mirrors A Dance of Shadows A Dance of Ghosts A Dance of Chaos The Seraphim
series Skyborn Fireborn Shadowborn
Wired Dec 03 2020 Now that I'm a special agent for the rebellion, I can't hide what I am anymore. I'm a Spark, genetically
engineered to be electrokinetic. Along with my boyfriend Korwin, I am also the Liberty Party's best hope of stopping Dr.

Konrad and the Green Republic from developing a new generation of biological weapons. When our mission to destroy Dr.
Konrad's work goes awry, the side effects of a brain-altering chemical in my system become problematic. It's more important
than ever that I protect the people I love. But the more I try to help, the more I seem cursed to hurt everyone around me.
Born of Aether Feb 23 2020 They say if you tell a lie long enough you'll start to believe it. But Akiko will never forget who
she truly is. Akiko Susumu is not what she seems. Her life as a normal teen living in a coastal Canadian town is a complete
sham. The old man she lives with is not her grandfather, he's her captor. And Akiko isn't a teen. In fact, she isn't even human.
But Akiko isn't allowed to share the reality of her true nature with a single soul. Not even her three best friends know of the
power she could wield, given the chance. So, when she's sent back to her homeland to steal an ancient samurai sword, she
jumps at the chance to secure her freedom, only to get caught in a deadly game of cat and mouse with the most dangerous
crime syndicate in Japan. Can Akiko escape with her life and her soul, or is true freedom as elusive as the Aether she was
born from? Born of Aether is the fourth book in The Elemental Origins, a series of captivating YA urban fantasy novels that
can be read out of order. If you like new twists on ethnic folklore, simmering romance, and strong female characters, then
you'll love A.L. Knorr's urban fantasy adventure. Embark on a deeper dive into the story's lore with The Wreck of Sybellen,
a companion novel included with the book. Buy Born of Aether to lose submerge yourself in an enchanting coming-of-age
tale today. Don't wait!
Taken by Werewolves Oct 21 2019 I was sold to werewolves. They said I’m the Lost Princess of Howling Sky. I said I’m
just Sorissa. They said I’m to be claimed by a lecherous prince and that I’ll end some timeless war between werewolves,
vampires, and humans. I made other plans. Then four powerful werewolves from a rival kingdom came out of nowhere, and I
was stolen again. They call themselves Phantom Fangs. Now, they’re taking me to their kingdom to keep me “safe.” They
probably intend for some other prince to claim me instead. But I’m going to change their minds. They’re different from the
other werewolves. They’re kind, they listen to me, and they make my blood run hot. Can I trust them? Claim the princess,
rule the world. — The Lost Princess of Howling Sky is a high fantasy with dystopian elements. It’s also a why-choose
romance starring some LGBTQ+ characters. It’s intended for readers 18+. This book contains episodes 1-3 of The Lost
Princess of Howling Sky Serial. All books have been published; this series is complete.
Return to Eden Apr 19 2022 Dr. Abigail Silva has waited over 10,000 years for redemption and a chance at a real
relationship with the angel she loves. But when you're made from evil itself, it's hard to remember if salvation is worth the
wait. With Lucifer's plan coming to fruition, she must decide if God's offer of humanity is all it's cracked up to be, or if a

deal with the devil is the more promising solution.
The Fury Queen's Harem Apr 26 2020 One hybrid Fury queen. Three pure-blood Dragon Princes. A reverse harem with a
dark fairy tale twist and an epic flair! My name is Daisy. I've been cursed to serve a bad-tempered elemental in my beastly
form for centuries. There's only one way to lift the curse: a kiss from three true loves. To acquire even one is nearly
impossible. How am I going to get three? Then three gorgeous-as-sin, yet clueless dragon princes stumble into my lair. Only
they do not come to kiss me. They come to slay me without knowing who I really am. Unless they cut the three heads of the
Furies-my heads-or make the Fury Queen fall in love with them, they'll never shift back to dragons. Not surprisingly, the
princes all choose what they think is the easiest-to behead the beasts. Warning: This is a reverse harem fantasy/paranormal
romance that features one strong woman and her three sexy-as-sin Dragon princes. It contains battles, steamy sex scenes, raw
language, magic, swordfights, dark fae, dragon shifters, vampires, and otherworldly nightmares of creatures, and at last, true
loves, with a happy ever after at the end of series.
Look To Windward May 08 2021 The seventh Culture book from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern
master of science fiction. It was one of the less glorious incidents of a long-ago war. It led to the destruction of two suns and
the billions of lives they supported. Now, eight hundred years later, the light from the first of those ancient mistakes has
reached the Culture Orbital, Masaq'. The light from the second may not. Praise for the Culture series: 'Epic in scope,
ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring and
endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday
Telegraph The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession
Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark
Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist
Teardrop Mar 26 2020 Seventeen-year-old Eurekaâe(tm)s life is taking on dark undercurrents that donâe(tm)t make sense . .
. Her mother killed in a freak accident. Her best friend, Brooks, behaving like a stranger. And Ander. The boy with eyes like
the ocean who is everywhere she goes. Uncovering her motherâe(tm)s legacy âe" a stone, a locket and an ancient tale of
romance and heartbreak âe" Eureka begins to question everything she thought she knew. Only one thing is certain:
everything she loves can be washed away.
Recovery Aug 31 2020 The hawk was everything I wanted to be: solitary, self-possessed, free from grief, and numb to the
hurts of human life. How do we carry on when someone close to us dies? Is it simply a case of putting one foot in front of

the other in a bleak new world or do we need something more? Reeling with grief after the sudden death of her father, Helen
Macdonald found herself turning to the wild for comfort. With breathtaking honesty and insight, she recounts her months
spent taming a goshawk and how, finally, this strange kinship led her to the first tentative steps to recovery. Selected from H
is for Hawk VINTAGE MINIS: GREAT MINDS. BIG IDEAS. LITTLE BOOKS. A series of short books by the world’s
greatest writers on the experiences that make us human. Discover the Vintage Minis ‘Head Space’ series: Therapy by
Stephen Grosz Family by Mark Haddon
The Mind Readers Oct 13 2021 Cameron Winters is a freak. Fortunately, no one but her family knows the truth …that
Cameron can read minds. For years Cameron has hidden behind a facade of normalcy, warned that there are those who
would do her harm. When gorgeous and mysterious Lewis Douglas arrives he destroys everything Cameron has ever
believed and tempts her with possibilities of freedom. Determined to embrace her hidden talents, Cameron heads to a secret
haven with Lewis; a place where she meets others like her, Mind Readers. But as Cameron soon finds out some things are
too good to be true. When the Mind Readers realize the extent of Cameron’s abilities, they want to use her powers for their
own needs. Cameron suddenly finds herself involved in a war in which her idea of what is right and wrong is greatly tested.
In the end she’ll be forced to make a choice that will not only threaten her relationship with Lewis, but her very life. This
young adult book is best for ages 14 and over. Book 1: The Mind Readers Book 2: The Mind Thieves Book 3: The Mind
Games
Lost Eden Jun 09 2021 Rules. Balance. Consequences. War. Book 5 in The Soulkeepers Series When Fate gave Dane the
water from Eden to drink, she did more than save his life. She changed his destiny. Since the beginning, a covenant between
God and Lucifer has maintained a tenuous peace, balancing Soulkeepers and Watchers and the natural order of things. Dane
upset that balance the day he became a Soulkeeper. Fate broke the rules. Now, Lucifer is demanding a consequence,
requiring Fate to pay the ultimate price for her involvement. God intervenes on the immortal's behalf but in order to save her
soul must dissolve the covenant and with it the rules, order, and balance that have kept the peace. A challenge is issued. A
contest for human souls begins. And the stakes? Earth. Winner take all. The Soulkeepers are at the center of a war between
Heaven and Hell, and this time nobody, anywhere, is safe from Lucifer's reach.
Curse of Shadows Mar 06 2021 For fans of epic fantasy with adventure and romance, Curse of Shadows reveals a world of
unique magic, breathtaking action, and unforgettable love. Amassia teeters on the brink of the next Great Dying. The second
sun has returned as our Bone Throwers foresaw--casting the nine realms into war. My name is Ash, and I fell in the battle for

Baiseen. But I’m awake now, slowly putting the pieces back together. My Heir has lost his throne. My sailor is gone. And
there is an emptiness inside me I can’t explain. Amid the chaos, someone must collect the original twelve whistle bones from
all corners of the world. Marcus is named to lead the cause, but with his volatile phantom, he’ll need diplomacy as much as
his sword. And we are not the only ones to seek the bones. Yet succeed we must. Because if we don’t, it will be death to all...
The Amassia series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Crown of Bones Book #2 Curse of Shadows
The Novels of Jane Austen: Sense and sensibility Dec 23 2019
The Ghost Seekers Jan 16 2022 "A fantastic high-stakes adventure on a ghost ship sailing forever into eternity, where every
soul is (literally) worth fighting for—what's not to love?" —Rin Chupeco, author of The Bone Witch and The Girl from the
Well, on The Soul Keepers There are worse things than death. The Harbinger is lost, sunk to the bottom of an otherworldly
sea. Every soul that ever died and was protected within its hold has been lost along with it. But at least that precious cargo is
out of reach of the demon Urcena and her army of soul-devouring monsters. For now. The soul keepers are broken, scattered,
and barely clinging to existence without their ship or any way to collect or protect the souls of the newly dead. If they are to
have any hope of stopping Urcena's horrifying plans to destroy the fragile balance between living and dead, they will first
have to survive long enough to locate the ghost of one of their own, who sacrificed himself to save the rest of the crew.
Devon Taylor's cinematic and pulse-pounding duology comes to a thunderous conclusion in The Ghost Seekers. Praise for
The Soul Keepers: "This pirate thriller starts off running and doesn’t stop ... This series starter will please teens who enjoy
the ghostly tales and dark sarcasm of Neil Gaiman and Ransom Riggs." —School Library Journal
The Soul Keepers Jun 21 2022 "A fantastic high-stakes adventure on a ghost ship sailing forever into eternity, where every
soul is (literally) worth fighting for—what's not to love? Devon Taylor weaves an endearing tale of friendship and loss with
heart-stopping action and a whole lot of terrifying monsters. You'll root for Rhett and his fellow reapers through every twist
and turn!" —Rin Chupeco, author of The Bone Witch and The Girl from the Well Death is just the beginning. After dying in
a terrible car accident, Rhett awakens in the afterlife and is recruited to join the crew of the Harbinger, a colossal seafaring
vessel tasked with ferrying the souls of the dead. To where exactly, no one knows. But the crew must get the souls there, and
along the way protect them from vicious soul-eating monsters that will stop at nothing to take the ship and all of its
occupants. Rhett and his new friends have a hard enough time fighting back the monsters that grow bolder and more
ferocious every day. But then a new threat emerges, a demon who wants something that Rhett has. And if she gets it, it could
mean the end of everything... for both the living and the dead. Chosen by readers like you for Macmillan's young adult

imprint Swoon Reads, The Soul Keepers is a pulse-pounding, cinematic adventure by debut author Devon Taylor. Praise for
The Soul Keepers: "This pirate thriller starts off running and doesn’t stop ... This series starter will please teens who enjoy
the ghostly tales and dark sarcasm of Neil Gaiman and Ransom Riggs." —School Library Journal
The Soulkeepers Sep 24 2022 Includes book club discussion questions and an excerpt from the book 2, Weaving Destiny.
Forbidden Jun 16 2019 An intense and dangerous love triangle between Michael--a mysterious guardian angel, Dante--a
sexy demon knight, and Sophia--a young girl with secrets of her own...Hauntingly romantic, achingly tragic, and highly
addictive. "An action-packed, satisfying love story gets this supernatural series off to a rousing start." ~KIRKUS
REVIEWSLoving a guy like Michael is like swallowing the moon, I am glowing on the inside. But Dante is relentless,
insisting we shared a past life together, insisting I once begged him to find me again. Whatever the cost. He casually
dismisses my love for Michael. "You really think I am here for your heart, amore mio? Our life begins when your heart stops
beating."One kiss. Is that so bad? Yes. I know Dante loves me. I know it's a kiss--this kiss--he has wanted all along. The kiss
that will kill me.""In a clash between heaven and hell, no one raises the heat like Spirit Walker Sophia and her Guardian
Angel, Michael."-Cecy Robson, award-winning author of the Weird Girls series"Read Forbidden in one day...just could not
put it down."--Good Choice Reading"Simply put...this book was amazing! Not only was it captivating, but it was intriguing
as well."--Just Us Book Lovers"One of the best angel books I've read. Lori Adams's writing is entertaining and SMART...it
was so real...man oh man, the emotional rollercoaster for this book...I will marry Michael in my book fantasy world." -Cassie Mae, author of Flirty Thirty"...an amazing and unique PR...never has a dull moment...an intense love triangle,
fabulous characters, and a captivating...highly addictive series."--The Avid Book Collector"Incredibly sweet and sultry...I
love Lori Adams's writing."-TJ Loves to Read"...tons of action, hot romance...a definite must-read I highly recommend to
fans of paranormal romance."--The Avid Book Collector (five stars)"As romantic as it is addictive...witty writing...actionpacked plot...face-fanning romance all in one, The Soulkeepers is quickly becoming one of my favorite paranormal series."-Cassie Mae, author of The Real Thing
A Dance of Cloaks Nov 14 2021 The Underworld rules the city of Veldaren. Thieves, smugglers, assassins . . . they fear
only one man. Thren Felhorn is the greatest assassin of his time. All the thieves' guilds of the city are under his unflinching
control. If he has his way, death will soon spill out from the shadows and into the streets. Aaron is Thren's son, trained to be
heir to his father's criminal empire. He's cold, ruthless - everything an assassin should be. But when Aaron risks his life to
protect a priest's daughter from his own guild, he glimpses a world beyond poison, daggers and the iron rule of his father.

Assassin or protector; every choice has its consequences. Fantasy author David Dalglish spins a tale of retribution and
darkness, and an underworld reaching for ultimate power.
Soul Keeper Dec 15 2021 He's a heavenly outcast. She's a mortal woman with unearthly gifts. Can they ward off a rising
apocalypse? Fallen angel Luceire Garard has spent an eternity chasing redemption. So, when he's given a mission to find and
protect a defenseless young psychic, he jumps at the chance. But he never expected the beautiful woman who could help his
mission to slam him in the chest with an impossible power. Aurora Montgomery has always had a special connection to kids
with disabilities. As more and more children reach out to her in pain, she knows she has no choice but to join the darkly
handsome Fallen on a death-defying mission. But when a serial killer targets the innocent children, saving them may require
tapping into an ancient, unexplainable gift. As Luceire and Aurora hunt down the murderer, they discover his attempt to
sacrifice souls could resurrect an ancient, indestructible darkness. And the only way to stop the end of the world may require
shedding innocent blood. Can Luceire and Aurora avoid the unthinkable and stop the end of humanity? Soul Keeper is the
first book in the sexy paranormal romance series, Brotherhood of Shadows. If you like complex characters, high-stakes
suspense, and supernatural battles, then you'll love Cathryn Marr's highly sensual, fast-paced tale. Buy Soul Keeper to unlock
a sinister mystery today!
Avalina Jones Jan 04 2021 Avalina Jones is the Last Heir of the infamous pirate Davy Jones. But she has never heard of Sea
Magic, flying dinghies, phantom islands, or creatures called Half Ones. And she has never understood why she can breathe
underwater or why water follows her around. When a beautiful woman arrives in a swirling waterspout, Avalina's life
explodes with more adventures than she could possibly imagine. She takes her place aboard a giant pirate schoolship teeming
with heirs of the most nefarious pirates in history. Avalina soon realizes bizarre and danger are normal aboard a pirate heir
schoolship-food fights back, school supplies giggle or explode in your face, and not everyone can be trusted. When Avalina
is accused of a terrible crime, she must prove her innocence or risk being banished from the schoolship forever-and this in
the middle of a crucial Treasure Hunt!Avalina unlocks the secrets of the ship and makes a dangerous discovery that threatens
everyone aboard. Can Avalina and her new friends uncover the truth before the ship gives up her terrifying secrets?
Speak Easy Nov 02 2020 The 1920's are just beginning to roar when seventeen-year-old Kate March, an amateur slew and
budding reporter, charges headlong into the most famous murder scene in Hollywood history. The industry's beloved film
director has come to a ghastly end but Kate knows murder makes good copy. Reckless with excitement, Kate sets her sights
on solving the mystery and saving her family's failing newspaper business. Slick dandies and dolled up shebas are no match

for Kate and her best friend, Addy, who plunge unceremoniously into dangerous schemes involving salacious gambling dens
and illegal speakeasies; not to mention the dark and seedy underbelly of Paramount studios. A spectacularly wild time is had
by all until Kate lands on the wrong end of a murder charge.
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